EESH (Energy / Environment / Safety / Health) Management Vision

LG Electronics will realize Global Top Company in EESH area through corporate-wide operation of EESH management system, energy efficiency, eco-friendly manufacturing process and product development, and improving safety & health level of employees at sites. Also, by providing differentiated customer value, LG Electronics will pursue earth environment preservation and sustainable social advancement and improving quality of life for stakeholders.

EESH (Energy / Environment / Safety / Health) Management Policy

To realize sustainable and respectable Global Top Company, LG Electronics will make an effort to comply the EESH management principle as below.

- when making decisions in EESH, LG Electronics will consider of the impact of stakeholders and society as the top priority.
- LG Electronics will contribute to non-financial risk reduction and company value improvement, by operating EESH management system.
- LG Electronics will enhance the management level, by complying EESH regulations and laws at national/regional level with our business partners.
- LG Electronics will minimize the EESH impact in whole process from product design, use and disposal and lead the development of eco-friendly products.
- All employees of LG Electronics shall recognize their role in EESH management system, and voluntarily participate to the activities of energy consumption reduction, resource saving and recycle, risk findings and eliminating, individual health improvement.
- LG Electronics will evaluate the performances related to energy, climate change, environmental safety, product environment and industrial health on a regular basis, and disclosure the evaluation to internal and external stakeholders.
- LG Electronics, as a part of social responsibility, will serve environment conservation & contribution activity to society through mutual cooperation with local community.
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